
Professional Development

Growing and supporting 
great educators



Strategies That Empower Educators 
Maximize the impact of online and blended learning.

Edgenuity’s Professional Development Consultants equip educators with the knowledge to effectively use our 

courses, digital tools, data and reports, and learning management system. They also provide job-embedded 

coaching on instructional strategies and classroom routines in a blended or online learning environment. It’s a 

combination that ensures educators are prepared to help students stay engaged, show progress, and achieve 

real learning. 

Edgenuity empowers teachers and administrators to reach diverse 
student populations and improve outcomes. 

Beginning with the development of essential skills, Edgenuity’s professional development workshops and 

coaching lead to advanced online and blended learning practices. Educators will know how to effectively use 

data to measure and drive student engagement, progress, and achievement.

Workshops can be delivered on-site or online.



Professional Development That Leads to 
Student Achievement

GUIDE TO PROGRAM SUCCESS
Teacher Workshop 
This workshop introduces educators to the essential skills needed to utilize Edgenuity effectively in 

their classrooms. Participants learn how to interact with Edgenuity’s curriculum in a hands-on training 

environment; add, edit, and manage student accounts; and customize Edgenuity courses to meet the various 

needs of students. Participants also explore sample student data and gain an understanding of key reports 

for monitoring student progress.

Administrator Workshop 
This workshop is an intensive, collaborative, one-day workshop designed to help administrators prepare for a 

successful implementation of the Edgenuity Learning Management System (LMS) and courseware. 

INTRODUCTION TO BLENDED LEARNING WORKSHOP
This workshop is designed to help participants gain a better understanding of blended learning implementation 

models and how they can be applied in the classroom using Edgenuity courseware.

CURRICULUM WORKSHOP
The Curriculum workshop is designed to help curriculum leads or individual teachers plan for implementing 

Edgenuity courses in their classroom. Utilizing our new customization toolset, teachers plan and start the 

hands-on customization process to build their own courses.

EDGENUITY MYPATH TRAINING
Edgenuity MyPath® training provides educators with the knowledge and skills necessary to use this intervention 

program effectively and efficiently to help students catch up, keep up, or get ahead. 

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES TRAINING
Edgenuity Instructional Services provide standards-aligned courses taught by our highly qualified, state-certified 

virtual instructors. Edgenuity’s teachers can serve as the teacher of record, providing proactive instruction, 

remediation, and motivation. Edgenuity Instructional Services training provides on-site educators with the 

knowledge and skills necessary to collaborate with Edgenuity’s virtual instructors. Through hands-on instruction, 

educators will learn more about their roles as mentors, how to use the student information system to monitor 

student progress, and how to effectively partner with Edgenuity’s virtual instructors to ensure student success.

COACHING SERVICES
Coaching is broken up into four themes containing modules organized around each theme. Modules span a 

minimum of three days and include in-person observations, facilitated discussions and workshops, and teacher-

initiated action plans. Coaching is personalized, so you can mix and match modules within each theme to 

match your team’s goals. The four themes are: 

• Beyond the Basics

• Data Deep Dive

• Learning in an Online World

• Advanced Digital Learning
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